I propose to consider in these papers a subject to which every thoughtful dentist, who loves his profession, must give a very earnest consideration. None can put it from them by saying that it is no concern of theirs, but a matter for magazines and colleges. Every dentist, the most illiterate equally with the finest scholar ; the most social and communicative not more than the reserved and exclusive?all are alike raised or lowered by whatever promotes or retards professional improvement; and among the agencies operating thereon, none are comparable in power with education.
In assuming for education the first place among such agencies, I must be understood as using the word in its highest sense. Instruction may be considered according to either of the several modifications of the original signification of the Latin word: 1?to set in order, or arrange; 2?to construct, or build; 3?to prepare, furnish or equip.
In each of these primary meanings, we find elements of that secondary signification, which in the English language is its only one. For it is the duty of the instructor to "set in order and arrange" the knowledge which he imparts; c< to construct or build" according to correct rules, the system, science or art which he teaches; "to prepare, furnish or equip" the mind and hand of his pupil. Mainly by the individual and combined action of the members of the profession in the rejection of students, who have not the proper basis upon which to build a professional course of training. I state the question independently of collegiate training, which will be considered hereafter, and assert that unless dentists unite in requiring of all students more preparatory qualification, than they now do, no amount of instruction whether of office or college will avail much towards the elevation of the standard of professional excellence. Until we make the meshes of our drag-net larger, we shall be overrun with "small fry;" for no amount of cramming can make a shad out of a gudgeon. 
